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Carrier Introduces New Rooftop Units to Meet Efficiency Standards

Factory-installed system designed to increase efficiency and comfort

CHARLOTTE, N.C., Jan. 22, 2018 – Carrier is pleased to announce new rooftop models that meet or exceed the new 2018 Department of Energy Mandatory Efficiency Standard. Carrier, a world leader in high-technology heating, air-conditioning and refrigeration solutions, is a part of UTC Climate, Controls & Security, a unit of United Technologies Corp. (NYSE: UTX).

These units include a factory-installed, run-tested Staged Air Volume (SAV™) system that automatically adjusts the indoor motor fan speed to match the cooling stages. The system helps improve comfort while increasing efficiency on certain units by nearly 10 percent.

“The integration of our proven and effective SAV system into the models that require higher efficiencies to meet the new Department of Energy requirements will be a welcomed and seamless enhancement for our customers,” said Chris Opie, director, North America Commercial Marketing. “Carrier recognizes the value of investing in technologies that deliver greater efficiency to our customers and are pleased this latest innovation will help further drive down energy costs for many of our climate control systems.”
The system will be available in the following rooftop units and air handlers: WeatherMaker® and select WeatherMaster® Series, 48/50TC, 50TCQ, 48/50HC, 48/50A-40, 50, 60 ton, 48/50P 30-70 ton and Gemini® 40RU Air Handlers.

Contact your local Carrier Expert or visit Carrier.com/commercial for details.

About Carrier
Founded by the inventor of modern air conditioning, Carrier is a world leader in high-technology heating, air-conditioning and refrigeration solutions. Carrier experts provide sustainable solutions, integrating energy-efficient products, building controls and energy services for residential, commercial, retail, transport and food service customers. Carrier is a part of UTC Climate, Controls & Security, a unit of United Technologies Corp., a leading provider to the aerospace and building systems industries worldwide. For more information, visit www.carrier.com/commercial or follow @Carrier on Twitter.
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Carrier has announced a full line of rooftop units that meet or exceed the new 2018 DOE Mandatory Efficiency Standard.